2016 Student Research Symposium
Thursday, April 14

POSTER SESSION 8:30-10:15 a.m. Learning Commons, Stewart Memorial Library

PLENARY TALK 10:30-11:30 a.m. Cherry Auditorium
Brianna Wright Kim 2010

“Preserving the Past: Lessons from Coe That Shaped My Future”

RECOGNITION AWARDS CEREMONY 11:35-Noon Cherry Auditorium

LUNCH (A buffet lunch will be served to invitees only.) Noon-1:00 p.m. Clark Alumni House Dining Room

ORAL PRESENTATION SESSIONS 1:15 – 2:20 p.m. and 2:40 – 3:55 p.m. Stuart Hall, Marquis Hall, Peterson Hall, Kesler Lecture Hall

Session 1: Peterson Hall 119 Ms. Elizabeth Hoover de Galvez, Facilitator
• 1:15-1:30 Fields of Difference: Division, Misconception, and Myth in Agriculture
  Annabeth Hampton

• 1:35-1:50 Reading from Honors Thesis in Creative Writing "Baby Conundrum"
  Paulina Harrison

• 1:55-2:10 Language as Divine: Writings of an Offbeat Philosopher
  Sara Sweeney

Session 2: Marquis Hall 201 Dr. Mónica Fuertes-Arboix, Facilitator
• 1:15-1:30 "So I Will Die, True and Loyal to the Family": Deceptive Voices and Political Anxieties in Castle Rackrent
  Angela Kettle

• 1:35-1:50 Moral Sympathy in Mary Shelley's Frankenstein
  Tristan Draper

• 1:55-2:10 Bridging the Gap Between Rock and Rap
  Cruz Martinez

• 2:15-2:30 A Spiritual Bildungsroman: Mapping the Embodiment of the Metaphysical in Flannery O'Connor’s The Violent Bear It Away
  Mariah Reeves

Session 3: Kesler Lecture Hall Dr. Christopher Hatchell, Facilitator
• 1:15-1:30 Burn, Burning, Burnt: Theology, Gender, and Heresy in Late Medieval France
  Meredith Iven

• 1:35-1:50 The Childless Mother: Michal’s Role in Legitimizing David’s Kingship in 1 Samuel 19
  Allison DeArcangelis

• 1:55-2:10 St. Photios in the Wake of Iconoclasm, the Photian Schism, and its Effects on Orthodox Identity
  Samantha Burt

Session 4: Stuart Hall 405 Dr. Bethany Keenan, Facilitator
• 1:15-1:30 Leadership Beyond the Scope: An Action Research Project
  Shannon Zelek

• 1:35-1:50 Issues in Environmental Ethics: A Brief Introduction
  Dane Shade Brusuelas Hannum

• 1:55-2:10 Gaps in Assistance for Refugees in the Cedar Rapids Area
  Sonia Elossais
Session 1: 201 Marquis Hall
Dr. Katie Rodgers, Facilitator

- 2:40-2:55  'Rwanda's Untold Story': Revealed
  Kristen Scott

- 3:00-3:15  Exploring the Suppressed Territory of the Third Reich Art World: Judith in the Twentieth Century
  Savannah Deearhamer

- 3:20-3:35  Probation and Residential Officers and the Criminal Justice System
  Ayo Jones, Mark Kroll, Ashley Marsh, Yuridia Tilapa

- 3:40-3:55  Black at Coe - a documentary looking into black students' lives in college
  Cinnamon Moore

Session 2: Kesler Lecture Hall
Dr. Amber Shaw, Facilitator

- 2:40-2:55  Degrees of Faith in Paradise Lost
  Allison Rogers

- 3:00-3:15  A Midsummer Night's Dramatugy
  Clark Cunningham-White

- 3:20-3:35  The Cosmopolitan "Thinking American": Margaret Fuller's Dispatches from Europe and Reforming U.S. Values
  Leeann Oelrich

Session 3: Stuart Hall 405
Dr. Stephen Hughes, Facilitator

- 2:40-2:55  Roommate Matching by Design
  Emily Roberts

- 3:00-3:15  No Place Like Home for the Holidays? The Effectiveness of Mindfulness Meditation on Reducing Affective Forecasting Errors
  Angela Kettle

- 3:20-3:35  Luminescence in Phosphate Glasses
  Makena Dettmann, Victor Herrig

- 3:40-3:55  The Blue-Spotted Salamander, Ambystoma laterale, at Behrens Ponds and Woodlands State Preserve in Linn County, Iowa: Population Changes and Breeding Habitat Analysis
  Kendra Miner